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Abstract—Evidence-aware fake news detection aims to conduct reasoning between news and evidences, which are retrieved based
on news content, to find uniformity or inconsistency. However, we find evidence-aware detection models suffer from biases, i.e.,
spurious correlations between news/evidence contents and true/fake news labels, and are hard to be generalized to Out-Of-Distribution
(OOD) situations. To deal with this, we propose a novel Dual Adversarial Learning (DAL) approach. We incorporate news-aspect and
evidence-aspect debiasing discriminators, whose targets are both true/fake news labels, in DAL. Then, DAL reversely optimizes
news-aspect and evidence-aspect debiasing discriminators to mitigate the impact of news and evidence content biases. At the same
time, DAL also optimizes the main fake news predictor, so that the news-evidence interaction module can be learned. This process
allows us to teach evidence-aware fake news detection models to better conduct news-evidence reasoning, and minimize the impact of
content biases. To be noted, our proposed DAL approach is a plug-and-play module that works well with existing backbones. We
conduct comprehensive experiments under two OOD settings, and plug DAL in four evidence-aware fake news detection backbones.
Results demonstrate that, DAL significantly and stably outperforms the original backbones and some competitive debiasing methods.

Index Terms—Fake News Detection, Evidence-aware, Out-of-distribution, Debiasing, Adversarial Learning.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of online media, users can
access to information more easily, and messages can

be spread more rapidly. However, at the same time, fake
statement about news can also be spread to the public more
easily and widely. This leads to potential harm to the society,
and may cause severe consequences. For example, rumors
about Covid-19 have seriously affected the public health [1].
Thus, it is necessary to conduct research on automatic fake
news detection [2], which remains a challenging task.

In the past decade, the task of fake news detection
has been widely studied from different perspectives. Most
research works focus on extracting and modeling patterns
between true news and fake news based on different types
of related features, including textual contents [3], [4], [5],
multimodal contents [6], [7], [8] and propagation structures
[9], [10], [11], [12], to detect fake news on online media. On
the other hand, evidence-aware fake news detection [13],
[14], [15], [16] aims to conduct textual reasoning between
news, which is the claim of a fact, and evidences, which
are retrieved from news platforms according to the content
of the news. With the help of evidences, compared with
other types of models, evidence-aware fake news detection
models are more reliable and interpretable. In this work, we
focus on the evidence-aware fake news detection task.

In real-world fake news detection systems, we usually
face the Out-Of-Distribution (OOD) problem [17], [18], [19],
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[20], in which training phase and testing phase share differ-
ent data distributions. We usually train fake news detection
models on data from limited platforms, and need to apply
them to generalized platforms. Meanwhile, during training
of fake news detection models, we usually only have data
from limited topics or events in constrained time periods,
and require the models to generalize to more environments.

As datasets for training are usually with biased data
distribution, evidence-aware fake news detection models
may mistakenly learn spurious correlations between news
contents and true/fake news labels. Considering the content
relevance between news and evidences, spurious correla-
tions between evidence contents and true/fake news labels
[17] may also be captured. These spurious correlations bring
evidence-aware fake news detection models severe OOD
problems. We denote above biases as news content bias
and evidence content bias respectively. Both biases limit
evidence-aware fake news detection models to well reason
between news and evidences. For example, if training data
contains news about an accident event which is mostly fake
news, the models have chance to learn that the topics and
key-words about the accident refer to fake news, instead
of conducting news-evidence reasoning. Obviously, above
learned correlations do not hold when data distribution
changes. Meanwhile, when training data and testing data
share different topic distributions, e.g., entertainment and
politics, correlations between some key-words in the train-
ing data and true/fake news labels may be captured, which
may not exist during the testing phase. Moreover, in Sec.
3.2, with empirical experiments, we prove that existing
evidence-aware models have trouble in OOD environments.
Accordingly, it is necessary to mitigate the impact of news
content bias and evidence content bias, and better teach
detection models to conduct news-evidence reasoning.

However, the OOD problem has not been sufficiently
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studied in fake news detection, especially for the evidence-
aware task [17]. Some approaches investigate multi-domain
detection [21], [22] or cross-domain detection [18], [23],
[24], but still require observations in target domains. Some
multimodal fake news detection models [19], [20] focus on
the situation that training samples and testing samples come
from different events. However, they only focus on common
features among different events or topics, but neglect the
specific reasoning path in evidence-aware fake news detec-
tion. Recently, counterfactual inference [25] has been applied
to debiasing evidence-aware fake news detection models
[26]. However, it is performed during the testing phase,
and hard to be adaptively optimized. Meanwhile, there is
a similar task of evidence-aware fake news detection called
fact verification [27], [28], [29]. Some efforts have made for
debiasing fact verification models [30], [31]. However, biases
in fact verification are different from those in evidence-
aware fake news detection. The fact verification datasets are
usually human-annotated, and negative samples are gener-
ated via data augmentation in claims by adding words such
as ”not.” Thus, the biases in fact verification are the spurious
correlations between some negative words in claims and
labels. On the other hand, biases in evidence-aware fake
news detection come from some topics and events in both
news and evidence contents.

In this paper, we aim to mitigate both news and evidence
content biases, and obtain detection models with great
OOD generalization ability. Inspired by domain-adversarial
training [32], [33], we propose a novel Dual Adversarial
Learning (DAL) approach, for debiasing evidence-aware
fake news detection models. The proposed DAL approach
is a plug-and-play module, which can be applied in var-
ious evidence-aware fake news detection models. (1) For
content of a piece of news, we conduct mean pooling on
word embeddings of the news extracted in a detection
model with no evidence content information, and obtain
news representation. For content of each retrieved evidence,
similarly, we conduct mean pooling on word embeddings
of the evidence extracted in a detection model with no
news content information, and obtain evidence represen-
tation. (2) In dual aspects, we remove the spurious cor-
relations between news/evidence contents and true/fake
news labels. Specifically, we use the news representation
and evidence representations to construct news-aspect and
evidence-aspect debiasing discriminators respectively, via
simple multi-layer perception networks. (3) We conduct
word-level and sentence-level interaction between news
representation and evidence representations, as existing
evidence-aware models do, to construct a main fake news
predictor. (4) Simultaneously, we positively optimize the
main fake news predictor, while reversely optimize the
news-aspect and evidence-aspect debiasing discriminators.
In this way, during the learning of the evidence-aware fake
news detector, we can mitigate the spurious correlations
between news/evidence contents and true/fake news labels
as much as possible.

Furthermore, we conduct experiments under two OOD
settings, i.e., cross-platform and cross-topic, and plug the
proposed DAL approach in four evidence-aware fake news
detection backbones. Our approach can significantly and
stably outperform the original detection backbones and

several state-of-the-art debiasing baselines, which shows
the effectiveness of DAL for debiasing evidence-aware fake
news detection models in OOD environments.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce news content bias and evidence content
bias in evidence-aware fake news detection, and pro-
pose to mitigate them for training detection models
with better OOD generalizing ability.

• We propose a plug-and-play dual adversarial learn-
ing approach, which incorporates both news-aspect
debiasing and evidence-aspect debiasing modules.

• Comprehensive experiments are conducted to
demonstrate the superiority of DAL in different OOD
environments, and promote existing evidence-aware
fake news detection backbones.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
we review some related work on fake news detection and
debiasing methods. Then, in Sec. 3, we present causal view
analysis, and then conduct some empirical experiments to
show the performances of existing evidence-aware models
in OOD settings. Sec. 4 details our proposed DAL approach
for debiasing evidence-aware fake news detection models.
In Sec. 5, we conduct empirical experiments to verify the
effectiveness of DAL. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes our work.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first briefly review some related works
on different types of fake news detection tasks, i.e., content-
based, pattern-based and evidence-aware. Then, we intro-
duce some debiasing methods which have been used in fake
news detection tasks.

2.1 Content-based Fake News Detection
Content-based fake news detection solely relies on content
features for identifying misinformation. The considered con-
tent features can be grouped into two categories: textual
features and multimodal features.

Fake news detection models based on textual features
aim to find linguistic patterns of true/fake news [3], [34].
Existing research works on text-based fake news detection
attempt to analyze style [5] or emotion [4], [35] of news.
Meanwhile, BERT [36] has been widely used for detecting
fake news recently [37]. And the NEP model [38] investi-
gates popularity and novelty of news to detect misinforma-
tion from macro and micro environments respectively.

On the other hand, multimodal fake news detection
considers both texts and images of news [6], [39] for identi-
fying misinformation. The major problem to be investigated
and solved is the interaction and fusion among multimodal
features, and methods such as recurrent neural networks [6],
multimodal variational autoencoder [7] and multimodal at-
tention [8] have been applied. Moreover, some works focus
discovering the inconsistency among different modalities
for multimodal fake news detection [40], [41], [42].

2.2 Propagation-based Fake News Detection
Propagation-based fake news detection aims to identify
misinformation with feedback in online social media, such
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as reposts, likes, and comments [9], [10]. The core problem
of propagation-based fake news detection is to aggregate
the propagation history of a piece of news, and plenty of
works have been published. Among them, models based on
recurrent neural networks [11], [43], convolutional neural
networks [44], [45], attentive networks [46], and generative
adversarial networks [47] have been proposed.

With the development of Graph Neural Network (GNN)
[48], recent works on propagation-based fake news detec-
tion mainly model propagation structures as graphs and
applies GNN for misinformation identification [12], [49],
[50]. Furthermore, some works based on contrastive learn-
ing [51] or hypergraph [52] have been further proposed. For
better interpretability, reasoning over subgraph has been
investigated [53], [54]. Meanwhile, for capturing temporal
characteristics, dynamic graph has been constructed and
applied for rumor detection [55].

2.3 Evidence-aware Fake News Detection

Evidence-aware fake news detection seeks to explore the
semantic similarity or conflict between news and related
evidences to identify misinformation [13]. DeClare [14] em-
ploys BiLSTMs to embed the news and evidences. Then,
it computes news representation via mean pooling, and
computes news-aware attention for each word in evidences.
HAN [56] computes the sentence-level coherence and en-
tailment scores between news and evidences. EHIAN [57]
incorporates self-attention for word-level interaction. MAC
[15] proposes hierarchical mutli-head attention networks
to model interactions between news and evidences. Then,
some works propose to hierarchically conduct word-level
and sentence-level interactions [58], [59]. Recently, GET [16]
exploits graph-structure reasoning between news content
and evidence contents, and GETRAL [60] further incor-
porates contrastive learning for representation leaning of
news and evidences. Moreover, the way integrating pattern-
based and evidence-aware fake news detection has also been
investigated [61]. Meanwhile, there is research showing
that, evidence-aware fake news detection models can hardly
learn about news-evidence reasoning, but capture spurious
correlations between news/evidence contents and true/fake
news labels [17].

2.4 Debiasing Methods for Fake News Detection

Some research works have tried to debias different types of
fake news detection models or models in some related tasks.

The causal theory has been applied for debiasing fake
news detection models or fact checking models. Under the
causal intervention framework [62], [63], [64], the sample
weighting strategy [65], which downsamples the contribu-
tion of biased samples during loss computation, has been
adopted for debiasing fake news detection models. For
example, PeE [66] constructs a bias-only model, and down-
samples the samples’ spurious class distribution. For debi-
asing fact verification models, ReW [31] downsamples the
samples containing n-grams highly correlated with labels.
Meanwhile, counterfactual inference [25], which subtracts
the effects of spurious correlations estimated by a bias-only
model, is applied in eliminating entity bias [67], or debiasing

𝑛 𝐸

𝑜
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(a) Causal diagram of existing de-
tection models.

𝑛 𝐸

𝑜

ො𝑦

× ×

(b) Removing spurious correla-
tions n → ŷ and E → ŷ.

Fig. 1. Causal diagrams of evidence-aware fake news detection.

evidence-aware fake news detection models [26] and fact
checking models [68].

Besides, data augmentation strategies aim to generate
some unbiased samples and incorporate them for training
[69]. For the fact verification task, CrossAug [30] proposes a
cross contrastive augmentation strategy, in which original
claim text is modified to be negative, and evidences are
changed to support the modified claim, to deal with the
spurious correlations between some negative words in claim
and labels. Recently, prompt learning has also been used
for dealing with cross-language and cross-domain problems
in propagation-based fake news detection [70]. Moreover,
inspired by domain-adversarial training strategy [32], [33],
EANN [19] incorporates an event discriminator to miti-
gate the correlations between input features and domain
information. And similar strategy is used for fake news
video detection [20]. Compared with our proposed DAL
approach, EANN directly applies the domain-adversarial
training strategy for dealing with the general domain shift
problem. In contrast, DAL deeply investigates the specific
biases in evidence-aware fake news detection models and
designs suitable adversarial losses for mitigating them.

3 ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a causal view analysis of
evidence-aware fake news detection models, and then con-
duct some empirical experiments to show the performances
of existing detection models in OOD settings.

3.1 Causal Diagrams

We have news n, and the corresponding evidences E =
{e0, e1, e2, ...}. Via news-evidence interaction, we obtain
interaction feature o, and the final prediction ŷ on true/fake
news label. As in some causal inference-based debiasing
approaches, we rely on causal diagrams for investigating
the specific biases in evidence-aware fake news detection
models and correspondingly designing debiasing strategies.
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the causal diagrams of evidence-
aware fake news detection.
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TABLE 1
Empirical experimental results, in which training and testing are conducted on the same dataset with random splitting.

Backbone Input
Training: PolitiFact, Testing: PolitiFact Training: Snopes, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT
News 0.6258 0.6367 0.6232 0.6867

Envidences 0.6413 0.6433 0.6598 0.7235
News+Envidences 0.6529 0.6624 0.6709 0.7481

DeClare
News 0.6251 0.6303 0.6159 0.6634

Envidences 0.6392 0.6440 0.6522 0.7305
News+Envidences 0.6508 0.6590 0.6642 0.7572

MAC
News 0.6244 0.6344 0.6090 0.6703

Envidences 0.6455 0.6465 0.6637 0.7167
News+Envidences 0.6609 0.6642 0.6725 0.7552

GET
News 0.6299 0.6329 0.6421 0.6999

Envidences 0.6298 0.6344 0.6610 0.7325
News+Envidences 0.6567 0.6702 0.6741 0.7545

TABLE 2
Empirical experimental results, in which training and testing are conducted on different datasets.

Backbone Input
Training: Snopes, Testing: PolitiFact Training: PolitiFact, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT
News 0.5112 0.5050 0.5353 0.6074

Envidences 0.5003 0.5099 0.5437 0.6094
News+Envidences 0.4932 0.5147 0.5569 0.6204

DeClare
News 0.5372 0.5372 0.5313 0.6250

Envidences 0.5265 0.5265 0.5267 0.6214
News+Envidences 0.5328 0.5350 0.5488 0.6442

MAC
News 0.5256 0.5287 0.5277 0.6115

Envidences 0.5414 0.5427 0.5361 0.6036
News+Envidences 0.5484 0.5497 0.5443 0.6320

GET
News 0.5359 0.5420 0.5307 0.6486

Envidences 0.5265 0.5265 0.5321 0.6384
News+Envidences 0.5473 0.5593 0.5420 0.6581

Evidence-aware fake news detection models usually con-
duct interaction between news and evidences and obtain
interaction feature, i.e., n → o and E → o. We usually
wish the models can well perform news-evidence reasoning
and give predictions, i.e., o → ŷ. However, due to biases in
data, the models may learn the spurious correlation between
news content and true/fake news labels, i.e., n→ ŷ, without
conducting new-evidence reasoning. Meanwhile, consider-
ing evidences are retrieved according to news contents,
contents of news and evidences are highly correlated, and
they may share similar topics or key-words, i.e., n → E.
Due to biased data distribution, these topics and key-words
may be mistakenly associated with true/fake labels, which
results in the spurious correlation between evidence content
and true/fake news labels, i.e., E → ŷ. These spurious
correlations may change cross different OOD environments,
in which we usually have ptrain (ŷ|n) ̸= ptest (ŷ|n) and
ptrain (ŷ|E) ̸= ptest (ŷ|E). Examples have been already dis-
cussed in Sec. 1. Thus, it is necessary to mitigate the impact
of spurious correlations n→ ŷ and E → ŷ, so that evidence-
aware fake news detection models are able to better reason
between news and evidences.

3.2 Empirical Experiments
In [17], the authors claim that evidence-aware fake detection
models can hardly conduct news-evidence reasoning, but

merely capture biases in contents. To clarify our motivation,
we conduct further empirical experiments. We consider
two datasets, i.e., PoliticFact and Snopes [17], and four
detection models, i.e., BERT [36], DeClare [14], MAC [15]
and GET [16]. In Tab. 1, training and testing are conducted
on the same platform, i.e. dataset. Meanwhile, in Tab. 2,
we conduct cross-platform training and testing. We have
three types of input features to the models: only news,
only evidences, and both news and evidences. Obviously,
performances with both features are very close to those
with only news features or evidence features. Moreover,
comparing results in Tab. 1 and results in Tab. 2, we can con-
clude that, the out-of-distribution problem severely affects
the performances of evidence-aware fake news detection
models. Accordingly, we need to teach models to better
conduct news-evidence reasoning, and mitigate news and
evidence content biases.

4 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we detail our proposed DAL approach. We
start with problem formulation of evidence-aware fake news
detection. Then, we introduce the common structure of ex-
isting evidence-aware fake news detection models. Finally,
we introduce our dual adversarial debiasing strategy.
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}
: (a) the structure of evidence-

aware fake news detection models; (b) the structure of the news-aspect debiasing; (c) the structure of the evidence-aspect debiasing.

4.1 Problem Formulation
Evidence-aware fake news detection is a binary classifica-
tion task, in which the detection model aims to predict the
probability of true/fake news. We have a set of news to
be verified denoted as N =

{
n1, n2, ..., n|N |

}
. According

to each news ni, evidences are retrieved, and denoted as
Ei =

{
ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,|Ei|

}
. Respectively, ni and ei,j contain

textual contents of the corresponding news and evidence.
The ground-truth true/fake news label of ni is denoted as
yi ∈ {0, 1}. Based on ni and Ei, we need to give prediction
ŷi on veracity of the news. To be noted, in this work,
we focus on solving the OOD problem, in which training
samples and testing samples are collected from different
platforms, or share different topic distributions.

4.2 Structure of Evidence-aware Fake News Detection
In this subsection, we summarize the common structure of
evidence-aware fake news detection models [13], [14], [15],
[16], [56], [57], [58], [59], which is shown in Fig. 2 (a). With a
piece of news ni and its corresponding retrieved evidences
Ei =

{
ei,1, ei,2, ..., ei,|Ei|

}
, a detection model firstly encodes

input features into word-level embeddings as

wni = Encoder (ni) , (1)

wei,j = Encoder (ei,j) , (2)

where wni
∈ R|ni|×dw and wei,j ∈ R|ei,j |×dw are word-level

embedding matrices for news and evidence respectively,

and dw denotes the embedding dimensionality. We denote
the learnable parameters in the features encoder as θf .

Then, the detection model conducts word-level news-
evidence interaction, to generate sentence-level embed-
dings. Sentence-level embeddings of news are usually ob-
tained via variety of pooling operations as

sni = Pooling (wni) , (3)

where sni
∈ Rds , and ds denotes the embedding dimension-

ality. And the interaction process for generating evidence
embeddings can be formulated as

sei,j = WorInter
(
sni

, wei,j

)
, (4)

where sei,j ∈ Rds . This process conducts word-level inter-
action and reasoning between news and evidences. We de-
note the learnable parameters in the word-level interaction
module as θw.

Finally, detection models further conduct sentence-level
interaction between news and evidences for the final pre-
diction on the true/fake news label. This process can be
formulated as

ŷi = SenInter
(
sni , sei,1 , ..., sei,|Ei|

)
. (5)

We denote the learnable parameters in the sentence-level in-
teraction module as θs. Moreover, in some detection models,
publisher embedding and speaker embedding is involved
to represent the credibility of authors of the news and
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corresponding evidences. In this situation, Eq. (5) can be
rewritten as

ŷi = SenInter
(
sni , pni , sei,1 , pei,1 , ..., sei,|Ei|

, pei,|Ei|

)
, (6)

where pni and pei,j denote publisher embedding and
speaker embedding respectively.

We aim to propose a plug-and-play debiasing approach
that can be applied for existing evidence-aware fake news
detection models with feature encoding module, word-level
interaction module and sentence-level interaction module
as common components. To make the structure of our ap-
proach clearer, we conclude several representative evidence-
aware fake news detection models as follows. HAN [56]
uses GRU [71] for feature encoding, adopts coherence and
entailment attention for sentence-level interaction, and has
no word-level interaction and publisher and speaker em-
beddings. DeClare [14] uses BiLSTMs [72] for feature en-
coding, conducts claim-aware attention for word-level in-
teraction, involves publisher and speaker embeddings, and
has no sentence-level interaction. MAC [15] uses BiLSTMs
for feature encoding, multi-head attention for word-level
interaction, multi-head attention for sentence-level interac-
tion, and involves publisher and speaker embeddings. GET
[16] incorporates graph neural networks [73] for feature
encoding, multi-head attention for word-level and sentence-
level interaction, and involves publisher and speaker em-
beddings.

4.3 News-aspect Debiasing Discriminator
According to the analysis in Sec. 3, we need to remove the
spurious correlations between news contents and labels. To
achieve this, we need firstly to estimate the dependency of
the labels on news contents. We obtain news representation
via mean pooling as

fni
= MeanPooling (wni

) , (7)

where fni ∈ Rdw . Then, we incorporate a news-aspect
debiasing predictor to estimate the dependency, with Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP), as

ŷni = MLPn (fni
) . (8)

The learnable parameters in the discriminator are denoted
as θn. With the discriminator, we can force the model not to
accurately predict true/fake news labels based on only news
contents, so that we can mitigate the news content bias.

4.4 Evidence-aspect Debiasing Discriminator
Considering the content similarity between news and evi-
dences, as well as the analysis in Sec. 3, we also need to
remove the spurious correlations between evidence contents
and labels. To ensure that evidence representations used for
debiasing contain no information about the news, we take
use of the word embeddings wei,j before news-evidence in-
teractions. Specifically, we also use mean pooling to generate
the evidence representation as

fei,j = MeanPooling
(
wei,j

)
, (9)

where fei,j ∈ Rdw . Then, we incorporate another MLP as
our evidence-aspect debiasing discriminator, to estimate the

Algorithm 1 Dual Adversarial Learning.
Input: News set N and an evidence-aware model M .
Output: Model parameters θf , θw and θs.

1: Initialize k ← 0 and kbest ← 0.
2: Initialize [θ

(0)
f , θ

(0)
w , θ

(0)
s ] in M , and [θ

(0)
n , θ

(0)
e ].

3: repeat
4: Keep [θ

(k)
f , θ

(k)
w , θ

(k)
s ] fixed, and update [θ(k+1)

n , θ
(k+1)
e ]

according to Eq. (13-14) on N .
5: Keep [θ

(k+1)
n , θ

(k+1)
e ] fixed, and update [θ(k+1)

f , θ
(k+1)
w ,

θ
(k+1)
s ] according to Eq. (17) on N .

6: k ← k + 1.
7: Update kbest ← k, if better validation results reached.
8: until Convergence.
9: return θ

(kbest)
f , θ(kbest)

w and θ
(kbest)
s .

dependency of the labels on each evidence content. The
predictor can be formulated as the average of predictions
by all the evidences as

ŷei =
1

|Ei|
∑

ei,j∈Ei

MLP e
(
fei,j

)
. (10)

The learnable parameters in the discriminator are denoted
as θe. Similarly, with the discriminator, we are able to
mitigate the evidence content bias.

4.5 Dual Adversarial Learning
Inspired by domain-adversarial training [32], [33], which
forces models to contain minimum domain information in
an adversarial learning manner, we propose to positively
optimize the main fake news predictor, while reversely
optimize the news-aspect and evidence-aspect debiasing
discriminators. Thus, during the learning of news-evidence
reasoning, we can mitigate spurious correlations between
news/evidence contents and true/fake news labels.

To avoid trivial solutions, i.e., the reverse optimization of
news-aspect and evidence-aspect debiasing discriminators
does not affect the parameters in the main fake news pre-
dictor (θf , θw and θs), we need to firstly positively optimize
the parameters in the debiasing discriminators (θn and θe),
while freeze the other parameters. The news-aspect and
evidence-aspect losses respectively are

ln =
1

|N |
∑

ni∈N
CrossEntropy (yi, ŷ

n
i ) , (11)

le =
1

|N |
∑

ni∈N
CrossEntropy (yi, ŷ

e
i ) , (12)

and we optimize them as

θ(k+1)
n = argmin

θn

ln
[
θ
(k)
f , θ(k)w , θ(k)s , θ(k)n

]
, (13)

θ(k+1)
e = argmin

θe

le
[
θ
(k)
f , θ(k)w , θ(k)s , θ(k)e

]
, (14)

where k denotes the optimization step.
Then, we freeze θn and θe, and optimize the main fake

news detector. The main loss can be calculated as

lm =
1

|N |
∑

ni∈N
CrossEntropy (yi, ŷi) . (15)
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TABLE 3
Performance comparison results under the cross-platform setting. We plug several debiasing approaches in four evidence-aware fake news

detection backbones. Best performances for each backbone are indicated by bold font.

Backbone Debiasing Approach
Training: Snopes, Testing: PolitiFact Training: PolitiFact, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT

None 0.4932 0.5147 0.5569 0.6204
ReW 0.5024 0.5090 0.5555 0.6262
PoE 0.5127 0.5065 0.5569 0.6308
CF 0.5108 0.5093 0.5592 0.6282

EANN 0.5167 0.5146 0.5541 0.6311
DAL 0.5333 0.5733 0.5654 0.6432

DeClare

None 0.5328 0.5350 0.5488 0.6442
ReW 0.5366 0.5408 0.5513 0.6468
PoE 0.5465 0.5535 0.5562 0.6493
CF 0.5354 0.5367 0.5509 0.6434

EANN 0.5395 0.5422 0.5556 0.6532
DAL 0.5811 0.5813 0.5785 0.6700

MAC

None 0.5484 0.5497 0.5443 0.6320
ReW 0.5513 0.5581 0.5478 0.6356
PoE 0.5593 0.5648 0.5514 0.6376
CF 0.5498 0.5548 0.5532 0.6386

EANN 0.5564 0.5668 0.5507 0.6406
DAL 0.5808 0.5821 0.5787 0.6581

GET

None 0.5473 0.5593 0.5420 0.6581
ReW 0.5483 0.5564 0.5503 0.6553
PoE 0.5556 0.5648 0.5588 0.6612
CF 0.5477 0.5674 0.5608 0.6528

EANN 0.5543 0.5712 0.5658 0.6616
DAL 0.5783 0.5836 0.5805 0.6650

To mitigate the news and evidence content biases, we con-
struct the overall loss as

l = lm − αln − βle, (16)

where α and β are hyper-parameters controlling news-
aspect and evidence-aspect debiasing respectively. In this
way, gradients of the debiasing predictors are reversed.
Then, parameters are optimized as

θ
(k+1)
f , θ(k+1)

w , θ(k+1)
s

= argmin
θf ,θw,θs

l
[
θ
(k)
f , θ(k)w , θ(k)s , θ(k+1)

n , θ(k+1)
e

]
.

(17)

Above two optimization processes are performed alter-
natively, until convergence. The dual adversarial debiasing
strategy teaches detection models to better perform reason-
ing and interaction between news and evidences, rather
than relying solely on news or evidence contents. And the
whole procedure of DAL is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Alg. 1.

5 EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed DAL ap-
proach, we conduct comprehensive experiments under two
OOD settings with four state-of-the-art backbones to answer
following Research Questions (RQs):

• RQ1: Under OOD environments, how well can DAL
improve the backbones, and how does DAL perform
compared to previous debiasing approaches?

• RQ2: How effective are the news-aspect debiasing
and evidence-aspect debiasing in DAL?

• RQ3: How does DAL perform under different hyper-
parameter settings?

The following subsections describe the details of the exper-
iments, results and analysis.

5.1 Experimental Configurations

5.1.1 Datasets
We evaluate our DAL on PolitiFact and Snopes datasets
which are collected by previous work [17]. The news and
corresponding labels are from two major fact-checking web-
sites PolitiFact1 and Snopes2. And the evidence are top-10
relevant snippets retrieved by the news. As we only con-
sider binary classification, we merge false, mostly false
claims into false class and the others into true for Snopes,
and likewise merge pants on fire, false, mostly false into
false claims and the rest to true for PolitiFact.

5.1.2 Setups
Following the work [17], [26], We choose F1-Macro and F1-
Micro as our evaluation metrics. To evaluate the effective-
ness of our method, we construct OOD settings, including
cross-platform and cross-topic. Under the cross-platform
setting, which is in line with the work [17], the model is
trained and validated on one dataset’s training and valida-
tion sets respectively, while tested on out-of-dataset testing
set (e.g., trained and validated on Snopes while tested on
PolitiFact). Under the cross-topic setting, we first apply the
LDA algorithm [74] to cluster samples by topics, and split
the whole dataset into training, validation, and testing sets
to ensure that there is no overlap topics between them. The
training, validation and testing samples are from the same

1. https://www.politifact.com/
2. https://www.snopes.com/
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TABLE 4
Performance comparison results under the cross-topic setting. We plug several debiasing approaches in four evidence-aware fake news detection

backbones. Best performances for each backbone are indicated by bold font.

Backbone Debiasing Approach
Training: PolitiFact, Testing: PolitiFact Training: Snopes, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT

None 0.6206 0.6206 0.5993 0.6916
ReW 0.6223 0.6242 0.6258 0.7143
PoE 0.6287 0.6318 0.6512 0.7456
CF 0.6338 0.6357 0.6374 0.7043

EANN 0.6268 0.6281 0.6477 0.7237
DAL 0.6541 0.6566 0.6774 0.7894

DeClare

None 0.6005 0.6286 0.5941 0.6026
ReW 0.6041 0.6296 0.5985 0.6095
PoE 0.6125 0.6339 0.6246 0.6458
CF 0.6153 0.6366 0.6167 0.6387

EANN 0.6093 0.6342 0.6281 0.6511
DAL 0.6451 0.6508 0.6564 0.6977

MAC

None 0.5732 0.6117 0.6584 0.6809
ReW 0.5844 0.6174 0.6566 0.6767
PoE 0.6032 0.6183 0.6582 0.6814
CF 0.5856 0.6186 0.6541 0.6710

EANN 0.5818 0.6203 0.6628 0.6926
DAL 0.6400 0.6405 0.6782 0.7215

GET

None 0.6178 0.6358 0.6359 0.6601
ReW 0.6242 0.6381 0.6254 0.6565
PoE 0.6219 0.6328 0.6335 0.6659
CF 0.6263 0.6394 0.6278 0.6739

EANN 0.6228 0.6388 0.6383 0.6765
DAL 0.6350 0.6441 0.6458 0.7086

dataset, but share different topics. It is worth noting that we
only tune the hyperparameters on validation sets to ensure
that the model cannot access the data distribution of testing
sets. And the model early stops when F1-macro does not
increase in 10 epochs.

5.1.3 Detection Backbones

We also choose four state-of-the-art evidence-aware fake
news detection model as our backbones:

• BERT [36] takes the concatenated news and evidence
as input into BERT to model contextual evidence
representations.

• DeClare [14] uses a news specific attention to com-
pute the weights of evidence words and averages
the credibility score of each evidence as the final
prediction.

• MAC [15] adopts word-level and document-level
attention mechanism to model different granularity
interactions between news and evidence.

• GET [16] incorporates graph neural network to
model textual content, in order to mine fine-grained
semantics of news and evidence.

5.1.4 Debiasing Baselines

To demonstrate the effectiveness of DAL, we compare it
with several debiasing methods for fake news detection:

• ReW [31] assigns a low weight for biased samples
containing n-grams highly correlated to labels.

• PoE [66] down-weights the biased samples based on
the uneven predictions of the bias-only model.

• CF [26] adopts counterfactual inference [25] to sub-
tract the outputs of a bias-only model to obtain
debiased predictions.

• EANN [19], [20] develops an event adversarial
framework to help the model capture event-invariant
features in fake news detection.

5.1.5 Implementation Details
We set the maximum lengths of news and evidences both as
100, and the optimizer is Adam [75]. Each news is attached
with 10 pieces of retrieved relevant evidences from websites
other than the corresponding news publisher, which are col-
lected in the original datasets [17]. We report average results
with 5 different random seeds. The hyper-parameters α and
β are both taken from {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. Other settings
of detection backbones and debiasing baselines follow their
original literature.

5.2 Overall Performance (RQ1)

We compare DAL with four debiasing methods on four
backbones, under cross-platform setting and cross-topic set-
ting respectively. There is a significant data distribution gap
between these two OOD settings, which poses a severe
challenge to testing OOD generalization capabilities. From
Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, we can have the following observations.

Firstly, under the cross-platform setting, the comparison
results are summarized in Tab. 3. We can observe that
DAL brings significant improvement for each backbone
model on both metrics, compared to the marginal improve-
ment brought by other debiasing competitors. Notably, our
method achieves the top performance consistently, while
the performance gains of the other debiasing methods are
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TABLE 5
Ablation study under the cross-platform setting. DAL-news and DAL-env indicate DAL with only news- and evidence-aspect debiasing respectively.

Backbone Debiasing Approach
Training: Snopes, Testing: PolitiFact Training: PolitiFact, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT
DAL-news 0.5173 0.5671 0.5583 0.6245
DAL-env 0.5165 0.5670 0.5520 0.6265

DAL 0.5333 0.5733 0.5654 0.6432

DeClare
DAL-news 0.5715 0.5718 0.5718 0.6456
DAL-env 0.5571 0.5615 0.5651 0.6505

DAL 0.5811 0.5813 0.5785 0.6700

MAC
DAL-news 0.5694 0.5718 0.5627 0.6482
DAL-env 0.5662 0.5689 0.5710 0.6482

DAL 0.5808 0.5821 0.5787 0.6581

GET
DAL-news 0.5668 0.5678 0.5657 0.6620
DAL-env 0.5650 0.5659 0.5703 0.6581

DAL 0.5783 0.5836 0.5805 0.6650

TABLE 6
Ablation study under the cross-topic setting. DAL-news and DAL-env indicate DAL with only news- and evidence-aspect debiasing respectively.

Backbone Debiasing Approach
Training: Snopes, Testing: PolitiFact Training: PolitiFact, Testing: Snopes
F1-Macro F1-Micro F1-Macro F1-Micro

BERT
DAL-news 0.6394 0.6394 0.6423 0.7825
DAL-env 0.6256 0.6276 0.6352 0.7537

DAL 0.6541 0.6566 0.6774 0.7894

DeClare
DAL-news 0.6299 0.6397 0.6470 0.6839
DAL-env 0.6130 0.6379 0.6415 0.6822

DAL 0.6451 0.6508 0.6564 0.6977

MAC
DAL-news 0.6286 0.6353 0.6614 0.7086
DAL-env 0.6293 0.6331 0.6622 0.7096

DAL 0.6400 0.6405 0.6782 0.7215

GET
DAL-news 0.6303 0.6410 0.6364 0.6918
DAL-env 0.6329 0.6368 0.6260 0.7017

DAL 0.6350 0.6441 0.6458 0.7086

unstable on different testing sets. It indicates that the news
and evidence content biases in the original datasets can be
mitigated to the maximum extent by DAL effectively and
the backbones are facilitated better OOD generalization. To
be more specific, all baselines over DeClare and MAC model
can only outperform the backbone without any debiasing
method slightly by around 1% measured by F1-Macro and
F1-Micro. In contrast, there is about 3%-4% improvement of
DeClare and MAC equipped with DAL measured by each
evaluation metric. Similar phenomena can also be observed
on the rest two backbones.

Secondly, Tab. 4 summarizes debiasing performance un-
der the cross-topic setting. The performance of each back-
bone without any debiasing methods under the cross-topic
setting is between that under the in-distribution setting in
Tab. 1 and the cross-platform setting in Tab. 3, indicating
that the distribution shift problem exists while is weaker
than that in the cross-platform setting. It is obvious that
DAL can still maintain consistent and significant improve-
ment over backbones, compared to its debiasing counter-
parts. On the other hand, the performance improvement of
baselines varies across different datasets and backbones. It
is worth noting that most baselines other than EANN over
the MAC and GET model even underperform the original
backbones on the Snopes dataset.

Based on the above two groups of experimental results,

we can draw the following conclusions. (1) Results under
the cross-platform setting are much lower than those under
the cross-topic setting. This may indicate that the cross-
platform setting is with more serious distribution shift is-
sues. Besides the difference in topics, different platforms
have other distinguishable factors such as writing styles
and audience groups. (2) Sample weighting approaches
bring slight and unstable performance improvements. This
shows that the estimation of sample weights is with high
variance and hard to be stable, as mentioned in causal
inference-related literature. Among them, PoE performs bet-
ter than ReW. This may indicate that weight estimation
based on a sole model is more effective than that based
on n-gram statistics. (3) The CF approach also brings slight
performance improvements and even underperforms the
original backbones in some cases. This may be due to
the excessive bias removal on the training sets leading to
harmful effects. (4) EANN can stably bring improvements
over the original backbones. Because it leverages adver-
sarial learning to adaptively mitigate spurious correlations
between domain features and labels. (5) DAL significantly
outperforms EANN, though they both incorporate adver-
sarial learning for debiasing. Because EANN, which can
be seen as an application of domain-adversarial training,
only focuses on common features among different events
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity of hyper-parameters, i.e., α and β, of DAL plugged in four different evidence-aware fake news detection backbones, tested on
PoliticFact and Snopes under the cross-platform setting measured by F1-Macro.

or topics. In contrast, DAL deeply investigates the specific
biases in evidence-aware fake news detection models and
accordingly designs suitable adversarial losses. In other
words, DAL conducts debiasing in the specific reasoning
path in evidence-aware fake news detection, which is the
main characteristic of this problem. (6) DAL achieves the
best performances under all the settings. This shows the
superiority of mitigating news and evidence content biases
with dual adversarial learning.

5.3 Ablation Study (RQ2)
To further demonstrate the effects of news-aspect and
evidence-aspect debiasing of DAL, we conduct detailed
ablation studies with the four backbones under the two
OOD settings and the results are shown in Tab. 5. We denote
the DAL variants as follows: (1) DAL-news: A variant only
keeps the news-aspect debiasing. (2) DAL-env: A variant
only keeps the evidence-aspect debiasing.

According to the results, we can first observe that back-
bones with DAL-news and DAL-env both perform better
than the backbones significantly, which indicates the exis-
tence of bias from news and evidences and the adversarial
debiasing of each bias aspect is beneficial and effective.
What’s more, the effectiveness of bias removal from differ-
ent aspects is similar for most backbones, while DeClare
is the exception where DAL-news outperforms DAL-env
under both settings. It can be attributed to the different
structures of backbones, which determine different bias
poisoning from news-aspect and evidence-aspect.

In addition, it is obvious that the proposed DAL ap-
proach outperforms DAL-news and DAL-env greatly for
all backbones and test settings. It is reasonable since each

aspect of debiasing is effective and demonstrates the impor-
tance of mitigating both the impact of news and evidence
content biases. Therefore, dual adversarial debiasing can
integrate the effectiveness of each single aspect and further
go beyond, making the superiority of DAL.

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis (RQ3)
In this section, we test the sensitivity of DAL to the hyper-
parameters α and β for four different backbones under the
cross-platform and cross-topic settings, with values taken
from {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. These two hyper-parameters de-
termine the extent of the debiasing of news content bias and
evidence content bias, respectively. The testing results are
summarized in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 3, DAL shows different sensitivity
for different backbones on different datasets. Taking BERT
backbone as an example, the best performance is achieved
when α = 1.0, β = 0.001 on PolitiFact and α = 1.0,
β = 1.0 on Snopes, which indicates that news-aspect debi-
asing plays an important role for BERT model. Meanwhile,
when α = 0.001, β = 0.001 on PolitiFact and α = 1.0,
β = 0.001 on Snops, DeClare equipped with DAL has
the highest results, which indicates that a slight extent of
evidence-aspect debiasing is beneficial for DeClare. It is
mainly due to the bias poison from news and evidence that
has distinctions for different backbones, then the optimal
hyper-parameters for different backbones are different. We
can also observe similar phenomena under the cross-topic
setting, as shown in Fig. 4. To be noted, in the rest of our
experiments, hyper-parameters are tuned and results are
reported according to the best performances on validation
sets under different OOD settings.
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity of hyper-parameters, i.e., α and β, of DAL plugged in four different evidence-aware fake news detection backbones, tested on
PoliticFact and Snopes under the cross-topic setting measured by F1-Macro.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a plug-and-play Dual Adver-
sarial Learning (DAL) approach for debiasing evidence-
aware fake news detection models. DAL incorporates a
news-aspect debiasing predictor, and an evidence-aspect
debiasing predictor for all the corresponding evidences. Via
reversely optimizing the news-aspect and evidence-aspect
discriminators, while positively optimizing the main fake
news predictor, DAL can mitigate the spurious correlations
between news/evidence contents and true/fake news la-
bels. Experiments under two different OOD settings and
with four evidence-aware backbones, strongly demonstrate
the effectiveness and stability of the DAL approach.
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